
Testing for FSHD
using epigenetics

(Overview Pt 1)
Epigenetic testing for FSHD was developed by Dr. Takako Jones of the Peter and Takako 
Jones Lab in 2014 while at the University of Massachusetts Medical School.  The technique
was originally developed as a method to study the epigenetics of the FSHD region strictly 
for research purposes; however, it was soon realized that not only did the technique readily
distinguish FSHD1, FSHD2 and healthy, it also addressed many of the problems associated
with FSHD genetic testing.  Thus, work began on transitioning this highly accurate yet simple
and low-cost research method for use as a potential FSHD diagnostic.  It is currently being
used in the capacity of a research test to collect genetic and epigenetic information on FSHD
worldwide and to provide information to individuals and families about their likely FSHD status.
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Advances in FSHD testing using epigenetics:
 Epigenetic FSHD testing can be performed on DNA from any human source 
  (e.g., blood, muscle, saliva).
 Epigenetic FSHD testing can be performed on the same samples used for other 
  DNA diagnostic tests (e.g., gene panels).
 Epigenetic FSHD testing identifies both FSHD1 and FSHD2.
 Epigenetic FSHD testing identifies D4Z4 contractions on nonpermissive alleles.
 Samples for epigenetic FSHD testing can be collected using a standard saliva
  collection kit sent through standard mail services to any location worldwide.
 Epigenetic FSHD testing greatly reduces the cost of FSHD testing.

Overall, epigenetic FSHD testing can make FSHD testing 
affordable and accessible to the worldwide FSHD community.



Comparison of diagnostic workflows and cost
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Standard FSHD1 (PFGE/Southern)
and FSHD2 testing

Epigenetic testing for
FSHD1 and FSHD2
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Saliva sample  (2ml) collected
anywhere at any time (stable for >1yr)

Non-invasive

Ship regular mail ambient temp
domestic or international
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Venipuncture
requires phlebotomist visit

Ship overnight ambient temp

Specialized DNA preps

Automated systems

Analysis: FSHD1 or not FSHD1

In addition, provides size of 
all 4 chromosomes and can 
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* These costs are estimates from information available at this time.  Costs vary depending on company and technique and can 
   change.  Please see the individual testing providers for up-to-date pricing.  
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Saliva sample collected by mail.

Prepare genomic DNA.

Bisulfite Conversion

4qA BSSA
BS-PCR

Methylation >35% 
4qA  AND 4qA-L

Analysis of the relevant quartile (RQ) 
for 4qA or 4A-L sequences.

FSHDNot FSHD

Mean Methylation
>35%

Mean Methylation
<30%

FSHD2
(likely)*

FSHD1

Clinical diagnosis consistent
with FSHD or FSHD in your family.

Methylation <25% 4qA 
OR <30%* 4qA-L

4qA-L BSSL
BS-PCR

4qB/B 
not FSHDHaplotype

Epigenetic Assay 1

Ref: T. Jones et al. (2014) Clinical Epigenetics 6:23

D4Z4 BSSX
BS-PCR

4qA or A-L
Potentially

FSHD

SSLP
PAS

Epigenetic Assay 2
Analysis of the median

methylation for all D4Z4s.

*may not distinguish rare cases of multiple 
short chromosome 4s and 10s unless
combined with the ranges in the first assay.

General flow for the epigenetic FSHD testing procedure.

Genetic
Analysis

Epigenetic  Analysis

(Step 1)

(Steps 2 an 3)

(Step 2)

(Step 3)


